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Today, Apple announced iOS 7 with a ton of new features, a complete overhaul of the interface, and much more. Here are all the new features. The new user interfaceThe biggest difference in iOS 7 is a brand new interface. The entire system is updated from the lock screen to each app. Apple has moved away from the ridiculed skeuomorphic design in
favor of a simpler look. The new look has updated the calendar, messages, weather forecast, e-mail, notification center, and more. Control CenterControl Center adds a quick t-down bar to iOS so you can change brightness, add a flashlight, not disturb, turn on airplane mode, and more. PR A/O Media can get commissionWaterpik Wireless Water
FlosserMultitaskingMultitasking Now works for all applications. So, if you're opening something on Facebook all the time, then Facebook will be updated more often. Push notifications also trigger background status in apps, so when you open an app, it updates it. Switching apps is also done with a new gesture and swipe gesture that shows the full app
instead of the icon only. SafariSafari gets a new full-screen mode, as well as a new instant search feature. At the top of the screen, you can immediately access a search box that looks like it on the network or on the page. ICloud Keychain announced the Mavericks have also been added to Safari. Tabs also gets a new look when vertical scrolls are made,
and the limit for eight tabs is removed. AirDropAirdrop allows you to instantly share any file in the app that supports it. You can do this with any other iPhone user near you or through messages, emails, or social networks. It has peer-to-peer Wi-Fi and works with the latest devices. Camera and photosThe camera has been updated to include video, a new grid
camera, a panorama, a widescreen camera and also new photo filters. The Photos app has also been re-made and automatically organizes your photos into Moments based on where and when they were taken. Sharing is also expanded to include email, AirDrop, iCloud, Twitter and Facebook. ICloud iCloud photo sharing can be a new shared photo setting
where you can create shared photo streams with friends where anyone can upload pictures and comment on pictures. SiriSril now has a new voice, including both male and female voices in several languages. Siri also gets a little smarter and can now take advantage of commands like increase brightness or play the last voice mail. Services like Wikipedia,
Bing and Twitter are integrated directly with Siri.iOS CariOS 7, adding support for various car models and their car screens. Maps, messages, and more can be displayed on supported devices. The App StoreThe App Store now has some new discovery methods. You can search for apps by age range or by apps that are popular based on your location. The
App Store now updates your apps automatically. The MusicThe Music app also gets a visual overhaul. All your music from iCloud and the local library is integrated into one library. A new side-side interface will also be added to browse albums. iTunes RadioiTunes Radio is integrated directly into the Music app. Like Pandora or Spotify Radio, iTunes Radio is
essentially a streaming radio station that exists in the music app. Everything you play syncs across all your devices so you can easily find the songs you hear. In addition to iOS, it is built into iTunes and AppleTV. The service is free of ads or ad-free if you're an iTunes Match subscriber. More information can be found here. iTunes Radio, coming in on iOS 7,
is Apple's new streaming radio and music detection service. You're going to... Read more about The Unlock Lock New to Find My iPhone feature has the ability to lock thieves on your iOS device. If your phone is stolen you can set it so it can't be reactivated without your iTunes password. iOS 7 beta is available to developers today, and will launch publicly
this fall on the iPhone 4 and above, the iPad mini and iPad 2 and above. You can view interactive versions of all the new features on the Apple site right now. iOS 8 is currently out. It's not as visually different as iOS 7, but it's still packed with all sorts of new things. Here's a list of all the new things that are really important. Apple users, this is a here-final,
stable, built-for-the-regular-public version of iOS 8 is ... Read moreInteractive notifications Now you can interact with notifications just as they happen. When you receive a message, you can swipe down directly to reply to it without leaving the app where you are. You can also communicate with third-party app notifications in the same way. You can perform
the same actions the Notification Center.New Message FeaturesG/O Media may receive from the CommissionWaterpik Wireless Water Flosser group for messages that can be some major improvements, including the ability to add and remove people. Now you can also leave a soe or turn on does not disturb the niit. You can also get a new attachment view
to get an overview of everything in the thread. iOS 8 also now lets you send voice and video messages to the right iMessages. These messages themselves will be destroyed after the prescribed time has elapsed. You can now share your current location with everyone within the specified time. You can view our guide to all new messaging features here. One
surprising overhaul of iOS 8 is the messages. Apple changed the ton of stuff and added some ... Read moreA New Predictive Typing Keyboard Apple added a new predictive typing system that suggests upcoming words you might want to write. So, when you write something out, it offers suggestions for what the next word might be, so you can choose and
type faster. This is a context-sensitive distinction between content and is depending on who you are talking to. It's a little clumsy at first, but hopefully they'll learn how to do it. If not, you can always turn it off. Each operating system has a role to play in distraction, and iOS 8 is no different. From the unpleasant U2 ... Read more On Third-Party Keyboards for
iOS 8 allows you to install third-party keyboards. This includes keyboards like Swype, SwiftKey, Fleksy, and whatever else supports it. You can download them from the App Store and set them up under Settings &gt; General &gt; Keyboards. We have the best gathering when they're available. The recent Contacts menu is now on your multi-tasking screen.
When you double-tap the Start button, you can access all your favorites and recent contacts so you can send them a message, call them, or access their contact screen. New Mail gestures mail will get some new gestures so you can instantly flag, delete, mark as read, and more. Swipe left to get the Archive/Delete/Flag/More menu, and swipe right to mark it
as read/unread. You can also swipe down on a new message to temporarily hide it and access it later. Spotlight Extras Spotlight gets several features from OS X Yosemite. From Spotlight, you can now search the web for information online, movies on iTunes, store apps, music, and more. Widgets in the Notification Center now support widgets. Any App
Store app can add a widget to the Notification Center. For example, you can get access to sports scores, eBay lists and whatever else. We have to wait and see what the developers are doing with it, because there's not much in the store yet. You can access widgets by pulling down the Notification Center, scrolling down and tapping Edit. Safari Safari
extensions now support browser extensions. For example, you can install a translation extension for automatically translating a webpage, automatically to your 1Pass accounts (shown above), or post a picture instantly to your Pinterest. Family Sharing Shares Apps and Content with Family Members Now you can create a family iOS 8 that includes the option
to share photo streams, reminders, find my friends information, calendars and all your media from the iTunes store. This includes iBooks, music, shows, and more than six family members. To create it, just head to Settings &gt; iCloud &gt; Create Family Sharing.Photos Get Better iCloud Integration Photos are now integrated better in iCloud so all the
changes you make are synchronized across all devices. It also means that all your photos are stored on iCloud so that they can be easily found. Reviewing the Photos app also brings with you a new file, including new ways to edit photos, search for photos, and more. Health integrates all your health info into one app iOS 8 now includes a new app called
Health that gives you instant access to all your health information. Also third-party apps so you can track all your health information in one place. This includes all apps that monitor sleep, steps, and more. You can then integrate all this information with the Mayo Clinic so that your doctor has access to this information. The new 3D Graphics Engine for iOS 8
includes a new 3D graphics system called Metal. This makes the way iOS 8 can be modified with better 3D graphics and better integration with desktop development kits. Touch ID works with every App Touch ID is now available on any app. This means that an app like Day One can be password protected for your fingerprint.iCloud Drive Works better
between apps on iCloud Drive giving you access to all your documents on iOS, but more interestingly, it allows apps to easily share content. Therefore, you can edit a file in one app, save it, and then edit it more easily in another application. It's not ready for Yosemite yet, so it's hard to tell how it will work in the long run. Currently don't allow iCloud Drive if
you're willing to lose everything that's already stored there.iOS 8 is here and it comes with a ton of awesome features. One of these features is new, better... Read moreSiri Additions Siri gets some new features including Hey, Siri auto control, Shazam song recognition and a bunch of new languages. Home Automation Control Homekit is a new application for
iOS 8 that gives you control over your home automation systems in your house. This includes all apps that work with homekits and connected to Wi-Fi. Essentially, it works as a similar health app, but with its own home automation systems. Handoff Puts Your Mac and iPhone together seamlessly when you use OS X Yosemite, iOS 8 will now sync your
phone's new capabilities. You can now sync messages between a Mac and an iOS device,including SMS, send instant pages between your Mac and your phone, send phone calls from your phone to your Mac, and more. It's quite useless right now to launch, but once Yosemite is liberated we have a better idea of how it works. You can read how it works on
your Mac here. Apple took the wraps off OS X at the WorldWide Developer Conference today, dubbed Yosemite. ... Learn more Company improvements to iOS 8 includes a host of new enterprise features, including automatic setups, new security options, free/busy calendar support, document providers, and more. Leggysad music. On the foot.
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